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Mayan Traditional
Hammocks

Considered the most comfortable
hammock of the world. Made with the

magic hands of Mayan weavers. A
tradition of hundreds of years from the

peninsula of Yucatan.
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M3: This is a small and very lightweight hammock.
Ideal for children or small adults. Suggested for
camping, traveling, “siestas” at the beach, a short
nap, etc. Great for outdoor activities due to its light
weight and volume.

SKU. M3AS (Cotton):
SKU. M3NS (Nylon): 

$23.79 USD
$26.41 USD
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Product: M3
Weight Capacity: 150 kg /330lb
Item Weight: 0.70 kg / 1.54 lb



M4: Great for one regular size adult. Light weight
yet very strong. Our best seller for camping and
traveling. Nothing compares to the incredible
comfort of laying on a Mayan hammock.

Product: M4.
Weight Capacity: 200 kg /440lb
Item Weight: 1.00 kg / 2.20 lb

SKU. M4AS (Cotton):
SKU. M4NS  (Nylon): 

$29.33 USD
$31.78 USD
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M5: This is a very strong and comfortable piece. This
is the ideal size for one adult person but yet big
enough to fit two adults. 
This hammock is still lightweight and small in
volume making it ideal for traveling, camping, or
outdoor activities.

SKU. M5AS (Cotton):
SKU. M5NS  (Nylon): 

$35.73 USD
$38.99 USD
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Product: M5
Weight Capacity: 250 kg /550lb
Item Weight: 1.20 kg / 2.64 lb



M6:  This is a great size for for one or two adults to
share and enjoy. Supporting up to a massive 600
pounds of weight. This is our best seller in the
“traditional hammock” category. A very strong,
comfortable and resistant hammock. The perfect
size, not too big, nor too small. Most local hotels
and tourists traveling in the Yucatan select this size.

SKU. M6AS (Cotton):
SKU. M6NS  (Nylon): 

$44.33 USD
$47.63 USD
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Product: M6
Weight Capacity: 300 kg / 600lb
Item Weight: 1.40 kg / 3.08 lb



M7: This is the second largest hammock we carry in
stock. Large enough for a whole family to enjoy
some shared ‘hammock time’. The larger the
hammock the more comfortable it will be, this
holds true even for one person.

SKU. M7AS (Cotton):
SKU. M7NS  (Nylon): 

$51.02 USD
$58.07 USD
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Product: M7
Weight Capacity: 350 kg / 770lb
Item Weight: 1.70 kg / 3.74 lb



M6COR: Coralina Hammock, it's ideal for one or
two adults, comfortable and decorative. The
natural and black color will give it a sophisticated
accent wherever you put it. Made with soft cotton,
exclusive design by Cielo Hammocks

SKU. M6ASCOR (Cotton): $51.02 USD
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Product: M6COR
Weight Capacity: 300 kg / 600lb
Item Weight: 1.80 kg / 3.96 lb



OSO® What is it?
We use the best selection of cotton for

the production of this hammock
range. This makes this hammock

extremely comfortable and soft. A
wide range of bright and vibrant
colours are available in the OSO®

range.
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M4BS: We have designed the most comfortable
hammock in the market using the softest cotton
cords. Softness and comfort are the words that
characterize our OSO hammocks. It is easy to load
and pack because of its light weight. Perfect for
interior spaces.

SKU. M4BSBAC (OSO®): $36.27 USD
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Product: M4BS.
Weight Capacity: 200 kg /440lb
Item Weight: 1.00 kg / 2.20 lb



M6BS:  Bacalar Large Hammock, made with OSO®
thread. It is ideal for two or more people. It is easy
to hang and pack because it is very light. Perfect for
interiors. A very strong, comfortable and durable
hammock.

SKU. M6BSBAC (OSO®): $54.75 USD
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Product: M6BS.
Weight Capacity: 300 kg / 600lb
Item Weight: 1.40 kg / 3.08 lb



M6BS:  We have designed the most comfortable
hammock in the market using the softest cotton
cords. Softness and comfort are the words that
characterize our OSO® hammocks.
Perfect for interior spaces for "siestas" and sleeping
on it all night long.

SKU. M6BSSURF (OSO®): $54.75 USD
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Product: M6BS.
Weight Capacity: 300 kg / 600lb
Item Weight:1.40 kg / 3.08 lb



Mercerized OSO® What is
it?

Mercerized OSO®, is the finest hammock
in the market, made with the best cotton

that after being dyed goes through a
mercerizing process that makes it more

comfortable, resistant, brighter and more
colorful. This material offers the best

weather resistant properties.
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M4OS: Blue and Blue. It will dazzle you with its
beautiful colors. Its standard size is perfect for one
person. Unique on its type, designed exclusively by
Cielo Hammocks. The mercerized cotton has UV
protection. Enjoy the incredible comfort of a Mayan
hammock resistant to all outdoor conditions. 

SKU. M4OS6690 (Mercerized OSO®): $38.79 USD
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Product: M4OS.
Weight Capacity: 200 kg /440lb
Item Weight: 1.00 kg / 2.20 lb



M6OS: Enjoy the incredible comfort of a traditional
Mayan hammock resistant to all weather conditions.
Ideal for camping, traveling. Perfect for a day at the
beach or to enjoy an afternoon siesta anywhere.

SKU. M6OSMOKA (Mercerized OSO®): $58.53 USD
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Product: M6OS.
Weight Capacity: 300 kg / 600lb
Item Weight: 1.40 kg / 3.08 lb



M6OS: Mercerized Holbox will dazzle you wit its
beautiful beige, the perfect color tha goes with any
type of decoration. Large size, pefect to share with
someone else. Unique on its type, designed
exclusively by Cielo Hammocks. The mercerized
cotton has UV protection. Enjoy the incredible
comfort of a Mayan hammock resistant to all
outdoor conditions. 

SKU. M6OS31 (Mercerized OSO®): $58.53 USD
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Product: M6OS.
Weight Capacity: 300 kg / 600lb
Item Weight: 1.40 kg / 3.08 lb



Thick Cord
Hammocks

Extremely comfortable
especially in cotton, also

really resistant. We
recommend the nylon por
hotels, resorts and public

areas.
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$29.07 USD
$34.36 USD
$33.67 USD
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SKU. M23AS02 (Natural Cotton):
SKU. M23AS (Multicolor Cotton):
SKU. M23NS  (Nylon): 

M23: Medium Thick Cord Hammocks, ideal for
playing with your kids, pets and whatever you want
to do on them. The thickness of its cord makes it
durable and at the same time fluffy thanks to its
thickness  that makes it incomparably comfortable.
We recommend the medium size even for two
adults. 

Product: M23.
Weight Capacity: 350 kg /770lb
Item Weight: 2.00 kg/ 4.40 lb



M24: Large Thick Cord Hammock, ideal for playing
with your kids, pets and whatever you want to do on
them. The thickness of its cord makes it durable and
at the same time fluffy thanks to its thickness that
makes it incomparably comfortable. We
recommend the large size for the whole family.

$38.51 USD
$48.42 USD
$46.74 USD
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SKU. M24AS02 (Natural Cotton):
SKU. M24AS (Multicolor Cotton):
SKU. M24NS  (Nylon): 

Product: M24
Weight Capacity: 400 kg /880 lb
Item Weight: 3.00 kg / 6.61 lb



$55.36 USD
$69.92 USD
$66.45 USD
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SKU. M24AFC02 (Natural Cotton):
SKU. M24AFC (Multicolor Cotton):
SKU. M24NFC  (Nylon): 

M24 / Decoration: Large Thick Cord Hammock with
Fringe, ideal for playing with your kids, pets and
whatever you want to do on them. The thickness of
its cord makes it durable and at the same time fluffy
thanks to its thickness that makes it incomparably
comfortable. We recommend the large size for the
whole family.

Product: M24 / Fringe
Weight Capacity: 400 kg /880 lb
Item Weight: 3.00 kg / 6.61 lb



Hammocks with
Decoration

 Our new line of hammocks with
decoration are the result of many 

 work hours of our artists and
designers. Comfortable and

elegant, will give a plus to the
decoration of your home or

business.
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SKU. M24NFB10 (Nylon Boho): $89.75 USD
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M24 Nylon Boho: Large Thick Cord Hammock with
Decoration. One of our most beautiful hammocks.
They decorate any space and are recommended by
interior designers for any area where it can be hung.
They are also ideal to play with children, pets and
whatever you want to do in it, the thickness of its yarn
makes it durable and at the same time the yarn
becomes fluffy due to its caliber, which provides
incomparable comfort. We recommend the large
hammock for a whole family.

Product: M24 Nylon Boho
Weight Capacity: 400 kg /880 lb
Item Weight: 5.10 kg / 11.2lb



$122.66 USD
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SKU. M24AFP02 (Natural Cotton): 

M24 Cotton Tulum color Pearl: Tulum Hammock,
one of our stars, the result of hours of work by our
artists and designers. Beautiful and big tassels
hanging on its sides, tight and beautiful weave that
besides making it comfortable, it makes it look like an
piece of art that steal everyone's glances. Ideal for
indoors, 100% cotton.

Product: M24 Cotton Tulum color Pearl
Weight Capacity: 400 kg /880 lb
Item Weight: 9kg/ 19.84lb



$155.56 USD
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SKU. M24AFP10 (Black Cotton): 

M24 Cotton Tulum Pantera: Tulum Hammock, one of
our stars, the result of hours of work by our artists and
designers. Beautiful and big tassels hanging on its
sides, tight and beautiful weave that besides making it
comfortable, it makes it look like an piece of art that
steal everyone's glances. Ideal for indoors, 100%
cotton.

Product: M24 Cotton Tulum Pantera
Weight Capacity: 400 kg /880 lb
Item Weight: 9kg / 19.84lb



M24 Cotton Tulum:Tulum Hammock, it's the result of
hours of work by our artists and designers. Beautiful
and robust tassels with wood details hanging on its
sides. Tight and beautiful weave that besides making
it comfortable, it makes it look like a piece of art that
steals everyone's glances. Ideal for indoors, 100%
cotton. Available in 6 different colors 

SKU. M24AFPM (Cotton): $155.56 USD
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Color Range

Product: M24 Cotton Tulum
Weight Capacity: 400 kg /880 lb
Item Weight: 9kg / 19.84lb



Chairs
Easier to hang than a

hammock since you only
need one hanging point.

Very comfortable and
resistant in cotton or nylon.
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$27.40 USD
$31.02 USD
$30.52 USD
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SL: If you are tired of traditional chairs, this is the
perfect choice. Great for reading, watching TV, or just
resting. It also saves room space on top of being the
most comfortable hanging chair ever! This piece is
great for small spaces as you only need one point of
support. It also makes for a beautiful decorative piece
for a porch, or simply hanging from a tree.

Product: SL                                                     
Weight Capacity: 100 kg / 220lb
Item Weight: 1.50 kg /3.30 lb

SKU. SLAS02 (Cotton Natural):
SKU. SLAS (Cotton Multicolor):
SKU. SLNS (Nylon): 



$30.85 USD
$35.59 USD
$35.00 USD
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SKU. SXLAS02 (Cotton Natural):
SKU. SXLAS (Cotton Multicolor):
SKU. SXLNS (Nylon): 

Product: SXL                                                     
Weight Capacity: 150 kg / 330lb
Item Weight: 2.00 kg/ 4.40 lb

SXL: The key difference between L and XL is that you
can fully lean back and stretch out from head to toe in
this XL chair. It is the most comfortable hanging chair
out there! Ideal for small spaces since you only need a
single hanging point. Also looks beautiful as an
decorative piece for a porch or hanging from a tree, etc.
The XL chair is wider than the L chair and provides more
comfort for the user.



$38.39 USDSKU. SXLASCOR (Cotton):
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SXL Coralina: Decorate your spaces with the Coralina
chair. Great for reading, watching TV, or just resting.
Saves space in the room, besides being comfortable,
ideal for small spaces since you only need a single
hanging point.

Product: SXL Coralina                                               
 Weight Capacity: 150 kg / 330lb
Item Weight: 2.00 kg/ 4.40 lb



$47.49 USDSKU. SXLAFC10 (Black Cotton):
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SXL Montejo: Montejo Chair XL, try our Mayan hanging
chairs. Rest and decorate all of your spaces in an
exceptional way. Result of working hours of our artists
and designers. Tight weave with beautiful decoration
that hangs from its front side that makes it ideal for
indoors use. 100% soft cotton.
Ideal for small spaces since you only need a single
hanging point.

Product: SXL Montejo                                                     
Weight Capacity: 150 kg / 330lb
Item Weight: 2.00 kg/ 4.40 lb



$50.61 USDSKU. SXLAFCB10 (Black Cotton):
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SXL Dream Catcher: Dream Catcher Chair XL, try our
Mayan hanging chairs. Rest and decorate all of your
spaces in an exceptional way. Result of working hours of
our artists and designers. Tight weave with beautiful
decoration that hangs from its front side that makes it
ideal for indoors use. 100% soft cotton.
Ideal for small spaces since you only need a single
hanging point.

Product: SXL Dream Catcher                                                    
Weight Capacity: 150 kg / 330lb
Item Weight: 2.00 kg/ 4.40 lb



$50.14 USD
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RUNF (Nylon): This is an unique and original design. 
One of the most comfortable pieces we offer for a good rest.
It is hand woven with 100% nylon. The wood frame is made
from granadillo, a semi-precious and very hard wood, from
Yucatán. 
We call it our hammock hybrid star, because we weave the
hammock bed into the rocking chair creating a very
comfortable, unique and attractive way for relaxing.

Product: RUNF        
Dimensions: H 1.3m / W 0.7m / L1.28m
H 4.46 ft / W 2.29 ft / 2.19ft
Weight Capacity: 120kg / 264lb
Item Weight: 10kg / 22.04lb

SKU. RUNF (Nylon Rocking Chair):



Product: RUNF + BUNF   
Dimensions: H 1.3m / W 0.7m / L1.28m
H 4.46 ft / W 2.29 ft / 2.19ft
Weight Capacity: 120kg / 264lb
Item Weight: 14kg / 30.86 lb

$72.14 USD
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RUNF (Nylon): This is an unique and original design. 
One of the most comfortable pieces we offer for a good rest.
It is hand woven with 100% nylon. The wood frame is made
from granadillo, a semi-precious and very hard wood, from
Yucatán. 
We call it our hammock hybrid star, because we weave the
hammock bed into the rocking chair creating a very
comfortable, unique and attractive way for relaxing.

SKU. RUNF + BUNF (Rocking Chair and
Ottoman Chair Nylon):

BUNF (Nylon): This is an unique and original design. It's the
perfect match for the rocking chair. You can lay your legs
above it or just use it as a chair.  Handwoven with 100%
nylon.



American
Hammock

35

Made with spreader bars
and thick cord. 

Ideal for two people and
very decorative.

 



CL: This hammock is a beautiful decoration in a
garden, beach house or porch. Very comfortable and
resistant. This is our best-seller thanks to its beuty
and low cost.

Product: CL 
Weight Capacity: 300 kg /660lb
Item Weight: 4.0 kg / 8.81 lb

$50.68 USD
$59.34 USD
$60.33 USD

SKU. CLAS02 (Cotton Natural):
SKU. CLAS (Cotton Multicolor):
SKU. CLNS  (Nylon): 
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CXL: American Deluxe Hammock, extra wide 140cm.
Ideal to use in your garden, to share with your
couple and kids thanks to its flat and firm bed. 
Made in natural cotton color with beautiful
decorations hanging on its sides.

Product: CXL 
Weight Capacity: 350 kg/ 770lb
Item Weight: 7.0 kg /15.43 lb

$82.89 USDSKU. CXLAFC02 (Cotton Natural):
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CXL Xcaret: Xcaret American Deluxe Hammock, the
result of working hours of our artisans and
designers. Beautiful and robust tassels hanging on
its sides. Tight and beutiful woven, extra wide 140
cm bed. Ideal for indoors, 100% cotton.

Product: CXL Xcaret
Weight Capacity: 350 kg/ 770lb
Item Weight: 12.00kg /26.45 lb

$147.11 USDSKU. CXLAFP02 (Cotton Natural):
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DuraSun®
The hammocks with DuraSun®  thread are the

most durable hammocks for outdoors.
Tested in the worst climate conditions of

hotels all over the world. From the sun and
rains from the Riviera Maya to the sun and

rains of Australia. The elaboration process of
DuraSun®  provides a resistance to color

fading and stains. Very high durability and
fungus does not form due to humidity... your
best option to keep your hammock always 

 outdoors.
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M23PS: Medium thick cord hammock.  ideal for
playing with your kids, pets and whatever you want
to do on them. The thickness of its cord makes it
durable and at the same time fluffy thanks to its
thickness that makes it incomparably comfortable.
We recommend the medium size even for two
adults. 

Product: M23PS.
Weight Capacity: 350 kg /770lb
Item Weight: 2.00 kg/ 4.40 lb

$48.42 USDSKU. M23PS (DuraSun®):
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M23PF Boho:  Medium Boho DuraSun®  Hammock,
One of our most beautiful hammocks. They
decorate any space and are recommended by
interior designers for any area where it can be hung.
They are also ideal to play with children, pets and
whatever you want to do in it, the thickness of its
yarn makes it durable and at the same time the yarn
becomes fluffy due to its caliber, which provides
incomparable comfort. 

Product: M23PF.
Weight Capacity: 350 kg /770lb
Item Weight: 6.00 kg / 13.20 lb$111.33 USDSKU. M23PFB10 (Black DuraSun®):
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SXLPS: If you're tired of the traditional chairs, this is
the perfect choice. Excelent outdoors option thanks to
its polyester material that makes it resistant to water
and sun exposure. Saves space in a room besides
being the most comfortable hanging chair.

Product: SXLPS                                                   
 Weight Capacity: 100 kg / 220lb
Item Weight: 1.50 kg /3.30 lb

$53.75 USDSKU. SXLPS (DuraSun®)
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M23PF Tulum:  Mayan Hammock with Tassels
DuraSun®, one of our stars, the result of hours of
work by our artists and designers. Beautiful and big
tassels hanging on its sides, tight and beautiful
weave that besides making it comfortable, it makes
it look like an piece of art that steal everyone's
glances. Ideal for indoors and outdoors.

Product: M23PF.
Weight Capacity: 350 kg /770lb
Item Weight: 10.0 kg/ 22.04 lb

$210.67 USDSKU. M23PFP (DuraSun® Tulum):
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Kaki     Black



CXLP: Beautiful and decorative, full of details.
Handmade macrame for greater elegance and
decoration. Extremely comfortable and so beautiful
that will dazzle you in any room or terrace.
Highly demanded by boutique hotels and interior
designers.

Product: CXLP
Weight Capacity: 350 kg/ 770lb
Item Weight:  9.0 kg /19.43 lb

$152.11 USDSKU. CXLPFC (DuraSun®):
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White     Kaki      Black



CXLP Xcaret: American Deluxe Xcaret DuraSun®
Hammock, one of our stars, the result of hours of
work by our artists and designers. Beautiful and
robust tassels hanging on its sides, tight and
beautiful weave that besides making it comfortable,
it makes it look like an piece of art that steal
everyone's glances. Ideal for indoors and outdoors.

Producto: CXLP
Capacidad: 400 kg /880lb
Peso Unitario: 17 kg / 37.47 lb

$268.83 USDSKU. CXLPFP02 (DuraSun®):
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Canvas
Canvas hammocks, three designs to

choose: Veracruz iconic
houndstooth pattern, Oaxaca

traditional mexican colors and
Merida natural color that goes with
everything... Resistant, comfortable

and decorative. Available in
hammocks, chairs and American

style hammocks.
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DELPS: Hammock made in 100% DuraSun® natural
color fabric. Original Cielo Hammocks design. Highly
recommended for people who don't like woven
hammocks. Resistant, comfortable and decorative.

Product: DELPS
Weight Capacity: 300 kg /660lb
Item Weight: 2.00 kg/ 4.40 lb

$42.29 USDSKU. DELPSMER (Canvas DuraSun®):
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GLPS: American Style Hammock with Spreader
Bars, made with 100% DuraSun®  natural color
fabric. Original Cielo Hammocks design, ideal to use
in your garden, share with your couple and kids
thanks to its flat and firm bed. Highly recommended
for people who don't like woven hammocks.
Resistant, comfortable and decorative.

Product: GLPS
Weight Capacity: 300 kg /660lb
Item Weight: 4.0 kg / 8.80lb

$53.84 USDSKU. GLPSMER (Canvas DuraSun®):
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FLPS: Hammock Chair made in 100% DuraSun®
natural color fabric. Original Cielo Hammocks
design. Highly recommended for people who don't
like woven hammocks. Resistant, comfortable and
decorative.

Product: FLPS
Weight Capacity: 100 kg / 220lb
Item Weight: 1.80 kg /3.96lb

$37.43 USDSKU. FLPSMER (Canvas DuraSun®):
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DELPS: Hammock made in 100% DuraSun® mexican
colors  fabric. Original Cielo Hammocks design.
Highly recommended for people who don't like
woven hammocks. Resistant, comfortable and
decorative.

Product: DELPS
Weight Capacity: 300 kg /660lb
Item Capacity: 2.00 kg/ 4.40 lb

$57.62 USDSKU. DELPSOAX (Canvas DuraSun®):
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GLPS: merican Style Hammock with Spreader Bars,
made with 100% DuraSun® traditional mexican
colors fabric. Original Cielo Hammocks design, ideal
to use in your garden, share with your couple and
kids thanks to its flat and firm bed. Highly
recommended for people who don't like woven
hammocks. Resistant, comfortable and decorative.

Product: GLPS
Weight Capacity: 300 kg /660lb
Item Weight: 4.0 kg / 8.80lb

$69.17 USDSKU. GLPSOAX (Canvas DuraSun®):
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FLPS: Hammock Chair made in 100% DuraSun®
traditional mexican colors fabric. Original Cielo
Hammocks design. Highly recommended for people
who don't like woven hammocks. Resistant,
comfortable and decorative.

Product: FLPS
Weight Capacity: 100 kg / 220lb
Item Weight: 1.80 kg /3.96lb

$46.63 USDSKU. FLPSOAX (Canvas DuraSun®):
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DELAS: 100% Natural Cotton. We combined the
mayan woven technique with the highest quality
handmade cotton fabric. This hammock is designed
with the iconic houndstooth pattern that will adorn
soberly any room or terrace besides being
comfortable.

Product: DELAS
Weight Capacity: 300 kg /660lb
Item Weight: 2.00 kg/ 4.40 lb

$36.64 USDSKU. DELASVER (Canvas):
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GLAS: American Style Hammock with Spreader
Bars, made with 100% cotton fabric with the iconic
houndstooth pattern (black & white). Original Cielo
Hammocks design, ideal to use in your garden,
share with your couple and kids thanks to its flat
and firm bed. Highly recommended for people who
don't like woven hammocks. Resistant, comfortable
and decorative.

Product: GLAS
Weight Capacity: 300 kg /660lb
Item Weight: 4.0 kg / 8.80lb

$48.20 USDSKU. GLASVER (Canvas):
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FLAS: Hammock Chair made with 100% cotton
fabric with the iconic houndstooth pattern (black &
white). Original Cielo Hammocks design. Highly
recommended for people who don't like woven
hammocks. Resistant, comfortable and decorative.

Product: FLAS
Weight Capacity: 100 kg / 220lb
Item Weight: 1.80 kg /3.96lb

$30.79 USDSKU. FLASVER (Canvas):
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DELPFT: The Merida Tassels Hammock is one of our
stars, the result of hours of work by our artists and
designers. Beautiful and robust tassels hanging on
its sides, made with 100% DuraSun® fabric. Besides
beigh comfortable, it becomes a piece of art
wherever you hang it and will steal everyone's
glances. Ideal for indoors.

Product: DELPFT
Weight Capacity: 300 kg /660lb
Item Weight: 2.00 kg/ 4.40 lb

$88.70 USDSKU. DELPFTMER (Canvas Tassels DuraSun®):
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FLPFT: Highlight every corner of your home with our
exclusive Merida Tassels model.

Product: FLPFT
Weight Capacity: 100 kg / 220lb
Item Weight: 3.00 kg / 6.61 lb

$63.30 USDSKU. FLPFTMER (Canvas Tassels DuraSun®):
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Hacienda & Luxury
Collection

We have the most luxury hammocks in the
market. Only for connoisseurs.

The crochet hammocks are the finest and most
comfortable of all hammocks.

The Hacienda hammocks are spectacular to
décor indoors and outdoors. Made with the
finest cotton and hard wood made by the

magical hands of artisans of Yucatan.
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HAYS: This is an unique and original Cielo
Hammocks design. This is the high-end version of
the American style hammocks.
Made with mahagony wood, the thickness and
weight of the wood makes it comfortable and
stable. The hammock is woven with cotton rope of
the highest quality. Achieve an unique space with
this hammock and enjoy sleeping in a Cielo
Hammock.
Product: HAYS
Weight Capacity: 400 kg/ 880lb
Item Weight: 15 kg /33lb

$170.79 USDSKU. HAYS02 (Cotton Natural):
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HHYS: This is an unique and original Cielo
Hammocks design. This is the high-end version of the
American style hammocks.
Made with mahagony wood, the thickness and
weight of the wood makes it comfortable and stable.
Besides having an original design inspired by the
wooden yoke used on oxen while pulling a cart. The
hammock is woven with cotton rope of the highest
quality. Achieve an unique space with this hammock.

Product: HHYS
Weight Capacity:  450 kg /990lb
Item Weight: 19 kg / 41.88 lb$170.79 USDSKU. HHYS02 (Cotton Natural):
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SHAS: We reinvented our hammock chair into a
luxury product. Woven with 100% extra soft virgin
thick cotton rope.
Extremely comfortable with a beautiful mahagony
wood. 
Exclusive and original Cielo Hammocks design. With
this chair you'll achieve an exceptional space.

Product: SHAS
Weight Capacity:  250 kg/ 550 lb
Item Weight:  9.00 kg /19.84lb

$68.44 USDSKU. SHAS02 (Cotton Natural):
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M3CS: Very hard to explain in a few words and
pictures what a crochet hammock is, what it’s easy
to explain is that it’s not just another hammock…
it’s the most perfect hammock that could exist.
Made with 3 boxes of the thin thread of OMEGA #10
brand, the best mercerized cotton. With the
fineness of the thread and the magic hands of the
weavers, we get as a result this beautiful and fine
hammock. It takes one and a half month to achieve
this artwork. Try what it feels to sleep in a Cielo
Hammock.

SKU. M3CS (Cotton Crochet): $166.19 USD
Product: M3CS
Weight Capacity: 300 kg / 660lb
Item Weight: 1.40 kg/ 3.08 lb
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M4CS: Very hard to explain in a few words and
pictures what a crochet hammock is, what it’s easy
to explain is that it’s not just another hammock…
it’s the most perfect hammock that could exist.
Made with 3 boxes of the thin thread of OMEGA #10
brand, the best mercerized cotton. With the
fineness of the thread and the magic hands of the
weavers, we get as a result this beautiful and fine
hammock. It takes one and a half month to achieve
this artwork. Try what it feels to sleep in a Cielo
Hammock.

SKU. M4CS (Cotton Crochet): $213.05 USD

Product: M4CS
Weight Capacity: 350 kg / 770lb
Item Weight: 2.00 kg/ 4.40 lb
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Accesories
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SOGLU: The braided
luxury ropes are

completely
handmade and make

your hammock to
stand out and reach
support spots that

are at greater
distances.

SKU SOGLUA (Cotton,
pair): $10.50 USD
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SOGTRE: The
braided ropes are

completely
handmade and

make your
hammock to stand

out and reach
support spots that

are at greater
distances.

SKU SOGTRE Nylon,
pair): $10.08 USD



Hammock Spring:
Want to add fun to your
hammock experience?
The spring will give you
an extra bouncy feeling

when you use your
hammock. Beautiful
polished metal for a

safe, completely stain
resistant hammock

experience.
Recommended for tied

to a tree or hanging
from a hook. Great for

hammock chairs.
 

SKU 2023 (Metal ): $6.72 USD
Dimensions: L 13cm /W

7cm
L 0.42 ft / W 0.22 ft 

Weight Capacity: 350kg /
770 lb 

Item Weight:500gr / 1.10
lb
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Hammock Saver: The
hammock saver will

help you to extend your
traditional hammock's
life. Your hammock will

always be protected
from the sun, rain and

humidity.
Simply run one end of

the hammock saver
before hanging it. 100%

weather resistant.
 

SKU FUNDA (Nylon): $11.08 USD

Dimensions: : L 4.0m /
L13.12 ft
Item Weight:100gr /
0.22 lb



2010: The perfect
complement for

hanging in an elegant
and durable way your
hammock. Made 100%

with polished metal.
Perfect for any

concrete wall, highly
recommended for

beach zones for being 
 stainless.

The kit includes 2 "S"
shaped hooks.

Hacienda Hanging Kit:
The perfect

complement for
hanging in an elegant
way your hammock.

SKU 2010 (Hanging Kit,
pair):

$11.08 USD SKU 2005 (Hacienda
Hammock Kit, pair):

$25.20 USD

Product: Stainless Steel
Hacienda Hammock Kit

Item Weight:62 gr / 0.13
lb

Dimensions: L 13cm /W
6cm
L 0.42 ft / W 0.19 ft
Weight Capacity: 400kg
/ 880 lb 
Item Weight:500gr /
1.10 lb
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SAR: This beautiful authentic mexican blanket
is a perfect addition to any hammock, lounge

suite or as a picnic blanket. The blanket
features a beautiful pattern of multicolored

stripes. Measuring 62 inches by 83 inches, the
blanket features sewn edges for extra strenght
and durability. Many different colors to choose,

ask for availability.

SKU SAR: $24.52 USD

Dimensions: L 2.2m /W 1.6m
L 7.21 ft / W 5.24ft
Item Weight: 1kg / 2.20 lb
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PABKANY:  The mosquito net is an excellent
alternative to prevent and protect from
annoying insects, mosquito bites and diseases.
Thanks to its new hermetic design that
integrates a mesh that goes to the ground and
fasteners in the arms of the hammocks, you
are well protected and with ample room.
Designed and made by Cielo Hammocks

Dimensions: L3.8m/L12.46ft
Item Weight: 300gr / 0.66 lb

$26.42 USD
SKU. PABKANY (Nylon Mosquito
Net):
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MADPPS: This is our version of a hammock chair
stand. It's an original Cielo Hammocks design. We
wanted to offer a quality frame that in addition is
elegant and decorates any space. This is a very
sturdy frame, built with 100% pine tree wood.
Connecting iron casts and iron hooks are included
for a quick and easy assembling.

Dimensions: L 0.7m / H 1.6m / W1.15m
L 2.29 ft / H 5.24 ft / W 3.77ft
Weight Capacity: 300kg / 660lb
Item Weight: 18kg / 39.62 lb

$235.20 USDSKU. MADPPS (Chair Stand):
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MADPPH: This is our version of a hammock
stand. It's an original Cielo Hammocks
design. We were inspired by the beauty and
elegance of our luxury line. This is a very
sturdy frame, built with 100% pine tree
wood. Connecting iron casts and iron hooks
are included for a quick and easy
assembling.

Dimensions: : L 5.0m / H 1.8m /W 1.5m
L 16.40 ft / H 5.90 ft / W 4.92ft
Weight Capacity: 450kg / 990lb
Item Weight: 36kg / 79.36 lb

$260.40 USD
SKU. MADPPH (Hammock
Stand):
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Cotton bag,
instructives and tags

All of our products are packed with a
practical reusable cotton bag ready to
be delivered to the final client, tagged
with the name of the artisan and our 3
certifications: Fair Trade, B Corp and

ISO 9001, and a practical instructive of
care and washing translated in 4

languages.
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Interiors Design
In our tireless quest to improve our

products, we developed Cielo Nets and
Decorations. We make any decorative
project, reading nets, suspended nets,

pergolas, gazebos, restaurants’
decorations, lobbies, receptions and

whatever you can think of. We use
materials with a guarantee of resistance to

weight and weather. 
*Get a quote with us. 
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https://cielohammocks.com/


